ATAR course examinations 2020

Acknowledgement variations
ACCOUNTING AND FINANCE EXAMINATION

Question 5

Current acknowledgement:


Amended acknowledgement:


ANCIENT HISTORY SOURCE BOOKLET

Set 1: elective 1: Australia 1918–1955 Source 3

Current acknowledgement:


Amended acknowledgement:


Set 1: elective 1: Australia 1918–1955 Source 4

Current acknowledgement:


Amended acknowledgement:

Extract from a published letter to the editor. (1932, February 2). Sydney Morning Herald.
AVIATION EXAMINATION

Question 25 and 35

Current acknowledgement:

This work contains aeronautical information and data which is © Airservices Australia 2017. No part of this work may be reproduced in any form or by any means without the prior written consent of Airservices Australia. Airservices Australia does not guarantee that the aeronautical information and data is current or free from errors, and disclaims all warranties in relation to its quality, performance or suitability for any purpose. Not for operational use. All rights reserved.

Amended acknowledgement:

This work contains aeronautical information and data which is © Airservices Australia 2021 No part of this work may be reproduced in any form or by any means without the prior written consent of Airservices Australia. Airservices Australia does not guarantee that the aeronautical information and data is current or free from errors, and disclaims all warranties in relation to its quality, performance or suitability for any purpose. Not for operational use. All rights reserved.

ECONOMICS EXAMINATION

Question 27

Current acknowledgement:


Amended acknowledgement:

Used under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International licence.
FRENCH BACKGROUND LANGUAGE EXAMINATION

Text 5

Current acknowledgement:


Amended acknowledgement:


FOOD SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY EXAMINATION

Question 23(a)

Current acknowledgement:


Amended acknowledgement:


GERMAN SECOND LANGUAGE EXAMINATION

Text 6

Current acknowledgement:


Amended acknowledgement:

HUMAN BIOLOGY EXAMINATION

Question 2

Current acknowledgement:


Amended acknowledgement:


Question 10–11

Current acknowledgement:


Amended acknowledgement:

HEALTH STUDIES EXAMINATION

Question 8

Current acknowledgement:


Amended acknowledgement:


Used under a Creative Commons BY 3.0 (CC-BY 3.0) licence.

Question 19

Current acknowledgement:

Adapted from: The… (2020). Retrieved May, 2020, from http://www...

Amended acknowledgement:


Question 21

Current acknowledgement:


Amended acknowledgement:


Used under a Creative Commons BY-NC-ND 3.0 (CC BY-NC-ND 3.0) licence.
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LITERATURE TEXT BOOKLET

Text C

Current acknowledgement:


Amended acknowledgement:


POLITICS AND LAW EXAMINATION

Question 6 (ackn. 2)

Current acknowledgement:


Amended acknowledgement:

POLITICS AND LAW MARKING KEY

Question (c) (ackn. 3)

Current acknowledgement:

Used under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives 3.0 Australia licence.

Amended acknowledgement:

Used under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives 3.0 Australia licence.

Question 6(b) (ackn. 3)

Current acknowledgement:


Amended acknowledgement:

Question 6(d) (ackn. 2)

Current acknowledgement:


Amended acknowledgement:


Question 6(d) (ackn. 3)

Current acknowledgement:


Amended acknowledgement:


PHYSICAL EDUCATION STUDIES EXAMINATION

Question 26 Left image

Current acknowledgement:


Amended acknowledgement:

PLANT PRODUCTION SYSTEMS EXAMINATION

Question 22

Current acknowledgement:


Amended acknowledgement:


RELIGION AND LIFE MARKING KEY

Question 4(b)

Current acknowledgement:


Amended acknowledgement:


Question 5(b)

Current acknowledgement:


Amended acknowledgement:


Used by permission of Schocken Books, an imprint of the Knopf Doubleday Publishing Group, a division of Penguin Random House LLC. All rights reserved.